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Like several of you, I have read quite a few

newspaper articles and watched a lot of news

pertaining to the earthquake in Haiti.  Besides

feeling sorrow for the Haitians and getting a little

panicked about what could happen here in the

event of an earthquake, I feel like I have learned

a lot.  The thing that intrigues me most is the

amount of people trying to leave Haiti and the

amount of people trying to get in.  Lots of

Haitians are leaving Haiti because they feel they

have a better chance of survival by leaving.

Hunger, disease, crime, and other factors have

people crammed onto the beach waiting for

boats to take them away.  Meanwhile, medical

teams, search and rescue teams, and volunteer

teams are patiently waiting for planes, open

runways, etc. to get into Haiti so they can help.

This situation made me wonder, in an emergency,

would I be fleeing my home to find food and

escape a dangerous situation or would I be

equipped to stay and help others with plenty to

eat and a plan to take care of my family?  Basically

it comes down to:  will I be a help or a hindrance?

The more prepared I am the more likely I will be

able to keep my family safe and help others.  

I fear during times like these as we watch the

suffering of others we can become overwhelmed

and scared.  We can’t prepare ourselves over

night.  Most of us do not have the means to

purchase everything at once, nor are we sure

what we need.  First we need a plan and

education .  Once we have a good plan and

gather sufficient information we can begin to

gather supplies and fill in the gaps.  Hopefully as

an Emergency Preparedness Committee we have

been offering the information and supplies that

will help.  Please take advantage of what we are

doing and let us know where our gaps are. 

Specific things we feel will be helpful in

planning for an emergency are: 

CERT - CERT training is by far the best and

most thorough way we have found to educate

in areas of fire suppression, search and

rescue, first aid, etc.  It is a big time

commitment because of the thoroughness of

the program.  This is the first step in knowing

how to help yourself, your family and your

neighbors.  Take a class soon or a refresher

course if you have participated in CERT in the

past.

Family Plan - Have a family plan (see last

month’s newsletter).

Drills - Participate in the neighborhood drill on

April 10  and have drills as a family often toth

review your family plan.

Classes - Participate in the monthly classes

that are held at the Stake Center one

Thursday a month.  The topics are very

relevant and we will offer supplies to go along

with the classes each month.

Supplies - Gather food and supplies.  Take

advantage of the group pricing on products

we offer each month or get them from

sources you find.  Put aside money each

month for this purpose.

As a neighborhood we have a plan, but this

plan will not work if everyone is not

individually prepared.  Please do your part and

prepare yourself and your family.  Don’t get

overwhelmed, just start!!!  We don’t have to

do this overnight!  

Thank you for your encouraging words and

participation in becoming more prepared.
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A HUGE Thank you to Brother Koch

for an over the top, great class!!!  We

had a wonderful turnout and learned

a lot.  If you were not able to come

to the class, his handout is attached

to this e-mail 

**smoothy not included!!!

If you are interested in watching a
copy of the Emergency Preparedness
Fair from September 2009.  A copy will
be available to check out in your
ward library or from your Emergency
Preparedness Director shortly.

Upcoming Events

March 18  @ 7:00 p.m.th

Wheat / Bread Class

April 10  @ 8:00 a.m. th

Neighborhood CERT Drill

April 29  @ 7:00 p.m.th

Gardening / Seed Harvesting

May 27  @ 7:00 p.m.th

Cooking without power

August 5  @ 7:00 p.m.th

Natural Remedies

September 23  @ 7:00 p.m.rd

Dehydrating

October 14  @ 7:00 p.m.th

Beans / Rice / Quinoa

November 4  @ 7:00 p.m.th

Powdered Milk / Powdered Eggs

C.E.R.T. Schedule

We will not be sponsoring a CERT class within the

Stake this year.  The next class that will be held in

our Stake is in February 2011.  Below are the dates of

other C.E.R.T. classes in surrounding areas:

March 20  and 27  - Salem, Utah 
th th

September 18  and 25  - Elkridge, Utah
th th

The cost of these classes is $45 and includes your

equipment.  Please call Richard Bytendorp if you are

interested in more information @ (801) 253-0780.


